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Abstract� DyPERS� �Dynamic Personal Enhanced Reality System�� uses
augmented reality and computer vision to autonomously retrieve �media
memories� based on associations with real objects the user encounters	
These are evoked as audio and video clips relevant for the user and
overlayed on top of real objects the user encounters	 The system uti

lizes an adaptive� audio
visual learning system on a tetherless wearable
computer	 The user�s visual and auditory scene is stored in real
time
by the system �upon request� and is then associated �by user input�
with a snap shot of a visual object	 The object acts as a key such that
when the real
time vision system detects its presence in the scene again�
DyPERS plays back the appropriate audio
visual sequence	 The vision
system is a probabilistic algorithm which is capable of discriminating
between hundreds of everyday objects under varying viewing conditions
�view changes� lighting� etc	�	 Once an audio
visual clip is stored� the
vision system automatically recalls it and plays it back when it detects
the object that the user wished to use to remind him of the sequence	
The DyPERS interface augments the user without encumbering him and
eectively mimics a form of audio
visual memory	 First results on per

formance and usability are shown	

� Introduction

Research in computer vision has been focusing around the idea to create general
purpose computer vision algorithms� The spirit of these algorithms has been
manifested in Marr�s book �Mar��� where vision is essentially de	ned as a recon

struction process which maps the visual data into representations of increasing
abstraction� However� it has been realized that computer vision algorithms are
only part of a larger system with certain goals and tasks at hand possibly chang

ing over time� This observation has led to the emergence of research 	elds such
as active �Baj���Baj���� animate �Bal��� purposive vision �Alo��� as well as dy

namic vision �Dic���� Whereas the main concern of Marr�s paradigm might be
summarized as generality of computer vision algorithms� active vision research
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has been concentrated on the adaptability of algorithms directed by goals� re

sources and environmental conditions�
Using computer vision algorithms in the context of human computer in


terfaces adds at least one further criterium which we summarize as usability�
Usability refers to the need to design algorithms in such a way that they can
be used in a bene	cial way in a human
computer interaction scenario� In other
words� a computer vision algorithm is usable only if the human user gains an
advantage in using the overall system� Even though this seems like an obvious
requirement it has deeper implications� 	rst of all the system�s response time has
to be reasonable �ideally real
time�� Furthermore� the system has to be robust
and reliable enough in order to be usable in changing environments� On the other
hand in a human
computer interaction scenario the user may assist the system
to overcome limitations or to help bootstrap� if the user feels a real bene	t using
the system�
In this paper we propose a system which uses computer vision in a human


computer interaction scenario� An advantage of human
computer interaction
scenarios is that as we can actually enclose the human in the overall system loop�
In order to do so the human has to be able to in�uence the system�s behavior�
In addition to this� it is highly important that the user obtains feedback from
the system in order to understand the calculated results of the system� More
speci	cally for the system described here� the human uses a simple input device in
order to teach the system� By observing the system�s results he may understand
limitations of the systems and may be able to assist the system in order to
overcome them�
Obviously we do not want the user to adapt entirely to the system which is

the case for traditional human
computer interfaces using only keyboard� mouse
and screen� Furthermore� the user should not be obliged to know how the system
works or even any implementation details� Rather� we are looking for scenarios
where the user may bene	t from using the system versus not using the system�
Therefore� we always have to keep in mind the usability of the system or� in
other words� that future users of the system are only interested in a bene	cial
use of the system and not in the system in itself�
In the following we will motivate the described system from an augmented

reality point of view� Section � discusses related systems� Section � outlines the
overall system while section � discusses the generic object recognition system�
Section � lists several scenarios where a system like DyPERS might be used�
Section � gives some experimental results of a museum tour scenario where
DyPERS has been used to record and recall explanations of a guide about each
painting�

��� Motivation for DyPERS� Dynamic Personal Enhanced Reality

System

As computation becomes widely accessible� transparent� wearable and personal�
it becomes a useful tool to augment everyday activities� Certain human capabil

ities such as daily scheduling need not remain the responsibility of a user when
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they can be easily transfered to personal digital assistants� This is especially im

portant for tasks that are excessively cumbersome to humans yet involve little
computational overhead� An important one is memory or information storage� It
is well
known that some things are better stored using external artifacts �such as
handwritten or electronic notes� than in a human brain� However� it is also crit

ical that the transfer of information to be processed �i�e� by a digital assistant�
proceeds in a natural� seamless way� Often� it is more cumbersome for a user to
input data and functionality into a computer than to manually perform a task
directly� In other words� the transfer from reality into a virtual space is often too
distracting to the user and reduces a digital assistant�s e�ectiveness� In such cases
it would be helpful that the assistant operates autonomously without user in

tervention� DyPERS is a �Dynamic Personal Enhanced Reality System� which is
motivated by the above issues� It acts as an audio
visual memory assistant which
reminds the user at appropriate times using perceptual cues as opposed to direct
programming� Using a head
mounted camera and a microphone� DyPERS sees
and hears what the user perceives to collect a fully audio
visual memory� The
resulting multimedia database can be indexed and played back in real
time� The
user then indicates to DyPERS which visual objects are important memory cues
such that it learns to recognize them in future encounters and associate them
with the recorded memories�

When a cue is recognized at some later time� DyPERS automatically overlays
the appropriate audio
video clip on the user�s world through a heads
up
display
�HUD� �FMS���� as a reminder of the content� This process is triggered when a
relevant object is detected by the video camera system which constantly scans
the visual 	eld to detect objects which are associated with the memories�

� Background and Related Work

This section describes related areas� compares other systems to DyPERS� and
describes some new contributions emphasized by the proposed system�

Ubiquitous vs� Wearable Computing� Both wearable�personal comput

ing and ubiquitous computing present interesting routes to augmenting human
capabilities with computers� However� wearable computers attempt to augment
the user directly and provide a mobile platform while ubiquitous computing
augments the surrounding physical environment with a network of machines
and sensors� Weiser �Wei�� discusses the merits of ubiquitous computing while
Mann �Man��� argues in favor of mobile� personal audio
visual augmentation in
his wearable platform�

Memory Augmentation�Memory augmentation has evolved from simple
pencil and paper paradigms to sophisticated personal digital assistants �PDAs�
and beyond� Some closely related memory augmentation systems include the
�Forget
me not� system �LF���� which is a personal information manager in

spired by Weiser�s ubiquitous computing paradigm� and the Remembrance Agent
�RS���� which is a text
based context
driven wearable augmented reality memory
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system� Both systems collect and organize data that is relevant to the human
user for subsequent retrieval�

Augmented Reality� Augmented reality systems form a more natural in

terface between user and machine which is a critical feature for a system like
DyPERS� In �KVB��� a virtually documented environment system is described
which assists the user in some performance task� It registers synthetic multime

dia data acquired using a head
mounted video camera� However� information is
retrieved explicitly by the user via speech commands�
On the other hand� the retrieval process is automated in �Lev���� a prede


cessor of DyPERS� This system used machine vision to locate �visual cues�� and
then overlaid a stabilized image� messages or clips on top of the users view of
the cue object �via a HUD�� The visual cues and the images�messages had to be
prepared o�ine and the collection process was not automated� In addition� the
machine vision algorithm used� was limited to �D objects viewed from head
on
and at appropriate distance� An earlier version� described in �SMR����� further
simpli	ed the machine vision by using colored bar code tags as the visual cue�
In �RN��� the NaviCam system is described as a portable computer with

video camera which detects pre
tagged objects� Users view the real
world to

gether with context sensitive information generated by the computer� NaviCam
is extended in the Ubiquitous Talker �RN��� to include a speech dialogue inter

face� Other applications include a navigation system� WalkNavi �NR���� Audio
Aura �MBWF��� is an active badge distributed system that augments the physi

cal world with auditory cues� Users passively trigger the transmission of auditory
cues as they move through their workplace� Finally� Jebara �JEW���� proposes a
vision
based wearable enhanced reality system called Stochasticks for augment

ing a billiards game with computer generated shot planning�

Perceptual Interfaces� Most human
computer interaction is still limited
to keyboards and pointing devices� The usability bottleneck that plagues inter

active systems lies not in performing the processing task itself but rather in
communicating requests and results between the system and the user �JLMP����
Faster� more natural and convenient means for users to exchange information
with computers are needed� This communication bottleneck has spurred in

creased research in providing perceptual capabilities �speech� vision� haptics�
to the interface� These perceptual interfaces are likely to be a major model for
future human
computer interaction �Tur����

� System Overview

The system�s building blocks are depicted in Figure � The following describes
the audio
visual association module and gives a short overview of the hardware�
The generic object recognition algorithm is described in section ��

��� Audio�Visual Associative Memory System

The audio
visual associative memory operates on a record
and
associate para

digm�Audio
visual clips are recorded by the push of a button and then associated
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Fig� �� System�s architecture

to an object of interest� Subsequently� the audio
visual associative memory mod

ule receives object labels along with con	dence levels from the object recognition
system� If the con	dence is high enough� it retrieves from memory the audio

visual information associated with the object the user is currently looking at
and overlays this information on the user�s 	eld of view�

The audio
visual recording module accumulates bu�ers containing audio

visual data� These circular bu�ers contain the past � seconds of compressed
audio and video� Whenever the user decides to record the current interaction�
the system stores the data until the user signals the recording to stop� The user
moves his head mounted video camera and microphone to speci	cally target and
shoot the footage required� Thus� an audio
video clip is formed� After recording
such a clip� the user selects the object that should trigger the clip�s playback� This
is done by by directing the camera towards an object of interest and triggering
the unit �i�e� pressing a button�� The system then instructs the vision module
to add the captured image to its database of objects and associate the object�s
label to the most recently recorded A�V clip� Additionally� the user can indicate
negative interest in objects which might get misinterpreted by the vision system
as trigger objects �i�e� due to their visual similarity to previously encountered
trigger
objects�� Thus� both positive and negative reinforcement can be used in
forming these associations� Therefore the user can actively assist the system to
learn the di�erences between uninteresting objects and important cue objects�

Whenever the user is not recording or associating� the system is continuously
running in a background mode trying to 	nd objects in the 	eld of view which
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have been associated to an A�V sequence� DyPERS thus acts as a parallel per

ceptual remembrance agent that is constantly trying to recognize and explain �
by remembering associations � what the user is paying attention to� Figure � de

picts an example of the overlay process� Here� in the top of the 	gure� an �expert�
is demonstrating how to change the bag on a vacuum cleaner� The user records
the process and then associates the explanation with the image of the vacuum�s
body� Thus� whenever the user looks at the vacuum �as in the bottom of the
	gure� he or she automatically sees an animation �overlaid on the left of his 	eld
of view� explaining how to change the dust bag� The recording� association and
retrieval processes are all performed online in a seamless manner�

Fig� �� Sample Output Through heads
up
display �HUD�

��� Wearable Computer Interface

As pointed out in the beginning� a system such as DyPERS has to be useful and
usable by the person wearing it� Ideally we would like a non
intrusive system
that did not require new infrastructure to be incorporated in the environment
�such as tags� infrared transmitters� etc� and which can be used in a seamless
way by its user�

Using a camera attached to the user�s HUD and the generic real
time com

puter vision object recognition system described in section � DyPERS is able
to perceive� identify and recognize the objects that the user is looking at� Us

ing such a vision system circumvents many problems associated with tagging
technologies� such as cost� size� range� power consumption and �exibility� From
a perceptual viewpoint� DyPERS �in the same way as some other wearable sys

tems �JEW����SMR����RN���� sees what the user sees and hears what the user
hears� being closer to the user�s perception of the world�

The primary functionality of DyPERS is implemented in a simple � button
interface �via a wireless mouse or a notebook PC with a wireless WaveLan�� The
user can select from a record button� an associate button and a garbage but

ton� The record button stores the A�V sequence� The associate button merely
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Fig� �� Associating A�V Sequences to Objects

makes a connection between the currently viewed visual object and the previ

ously recorded sequence� The garbage button associates the current visual object
with a NULL sequence indicating that it should not trigger any play back� This
helps resolve errors or ambiguities in the vision system� This association process
is shown in Figure �� In the current implementation of the system the interface
is literately a three button interfaces� However� we are interfacing a small vo

cabulary speech recognizer in order to be replace the three buttons with spoken
words�

��� Hardware

Currently� the system is fully tetherless with wireless radio connections allowing
the user to roam around a signi	cant amount of space �i�e� a few o�ce rooms��
Plans for evolving the system into a fully self
su�cient� compact and a�ordable
form are underway� More powerful video processing in commercial units such as
the PC�� platform or the VIA platform would eventually facilitate this process�
However� for initial prototyping� a wireless system linked to o� board processing
was acceptable�
Figure � depicts the major components of DyPERS which are worn by the

user during operation� The user dons a Sony GlassTron heads
up display with a
semi
transparent visor and headphones� Attached to the visor is an ELMO video
camera �with wide angle lens� which is aligned as closely as possible with the
user�s line of sight �SMR����� Thus the vision system is directed by the user�s
head motions to interesting objects� In addition� a nearby microphone is incor

porated� The A�V data captured by the camera and microphone is continuously
broadcast using a wireless radio transmitter� This wireless transmission connects
the user and the wearable system to an SGI O� workstation where the vision
and other aspects of the system operate� The workstation collects the A�V data
into clips� scans the visual scene using the object recognition system� and trans

mits the appropriate A�V clips back to the user� The clips are then rendered
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Fig� �� The Wearable Hardware System

as an overlay via the user�s GlassTron� Two A�V wireless channels are used at
all times for a bidirectional real
time connection �user to SGI and SGI to user�
�Man����

� Generic Object Recognition System

The video camera used by DyPERS is aligned with the line of sight of the user
�see 	gure ��� Therefore� by gazing at interesting objects� the user directs the
input to the recognition system which tries to recognize previously recorded
objects� The recognition results are then sent to the audio
visual associative
memory system which plays the appropriate clip�
The generic object recognition system used by DyPERS has been recently

proposed by Schiele and Crowley �SC���� A major result of their work is that
a statistical representation based on local object descriptors provides a reliable
means for the representation and recognition of object appearances�
Objects are represented by multidimensional histograms of vector responses

from local neighborhood operators� Figure � shows two examples of two
dimensional
histograms� Simple matching of such histograms �using ��
statistics or intersec

tion �Sch���� can be used to determine the most probable object� independent of
its position� scale and image
plane rotation� Furthermore the approach is con

siderably robust to view point changes� This technique has been extended to
probabilistic object recognition �SC���� in order to determine the probability of
each object in an image only based on a small image region� Experiments �brie�y
described below� showed that only a small portion of the image �between ��
and ���� is needed in order to recognize �� objects correctly� In the following
we summarize the probabilistic object recognition technique used� The current
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system runs at approximately �Hz on a Silicon Graphics O� machine using the
OpenGL extension library for real
time image convolution�

Fig� �� Two
dimensional histograms of two objects corresponding to a particular view

point� image plane rotation and scale	 The image measurement is given by the Magni

tude of the �rst derivative and the Laplace operator	 The resolution of each histogram
axis is ��	

Multidimensional receptive 	eld histograms are constructed using a vector of
arbitrary linear 	lters� Due to the generality and robustness of Gaussian deriva

tives� we selected multidimensional vectors of Gaussian derivatives �e�g� the mag

nitude of the 	rst derivative and the Laplace operator at two or three di�erent
scales��
It is worthwhile to point out that the object representation is very general

and can be used for a wide variety of objects� The objects most suited for the
representation contain enough local texture and structure to be coded by the
multidimensional histograms� A useful feature of the recognition system is that
it often matches visually similar objects such as two business cards from the
same company� In order to discriminate these cards a more speci	c system such
as a character recognition system should be used� Since the response time of the
system is only in the order of ��ms we are planning to use the result of the
system to trigger more speci	c recognition systems as appropriate�

��� Probabilistic Object Recognition

In order to recognize an object� we are interested in computing the probability of
the object On given a certain local measurement Mk �here a multidimensional
vector of Gaussian derivatives�� This probability p�OnjMk� can be calculated
using Bayes rule�
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p�OnjMk�  
p�MkjOn�p�On�

p�Mk�

with

� p�On� the a priori probability of the object On�
� p�Mk� the a priori probability of the 	lter output combinationMk� and
� p�MkjOn� the probability density function of object On� which di�ers from
the multidimensional histogram of an object On only by a normalization
factor�

HavingK independent local measurementsM�� M�� � � � � MK we can calculate
the probability of each object On by�

p�OnjM�� � � � �Mk�  

Q
k
p�MkjOn�p�On�Q

k
p�Mk�

��

Mk corresponds to a single multidimensional receptive 	eld vector� Therefore
K local measurements Mk correspond to K receptive 	eld vectors which are
typically from the same region of the image� To guarantee independence of the
di�erent local measurements we choose the minimal distance d�Mk�Ml� between
two measurementsMk and Ml to be su�ciently large �in the experiments below
we chose the minimal distance d�Mk�Ml� � ����
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Fig� �� Experimental results for ��� objects	 Comparison of probabilistic object recog

nition and recognition by histogram matching� ��qv �chstwo� and � �inter�	 ���� test
images of ��� objects have been used	
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Fig� 	� �� of the ��� database objects use in the experiments	

In the followingwe assume all objects to be equally probable� p�On�  
�

N
with

N the number of objects� We use p�Mk�  
P

i
p�MkjOi�p�Oi� for the calculation

of the a priori probability p�Mk�� Since the probabilities p�MkjOn� are directly
given by the multidimensional receptive 	eld histograms� Equation �� shows
a calculation of the probability for each object On based on the multidimen

sional receptive 	eld histograms of the N objects� Perhaps the most remarkable
property of Equation �� is that no correspondence needs to be calculated� That
means that the probability can be calculated for arbitrary points in the image�
Furthermore the complexity is linear in the number of image points used�

Equation �� has been applied to a database of �� objects� Figure � shows
some of the objects used� In an experiment ��� test images of the �� objects
have been used which include scale changes up to ����� arbitrary image plane
rotation and view point changes� Figure � shows results which were obtained
for six
dimensional histograms� e�g� for the 	lter combination Dx � Dy �	rst
Gaussian derivatives in x
 and y
direction� at three di�erent scales ��  ����
 ��� and  ����� A visible object portion of approximately ��� is su�cient for
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the recognition of all ��� test images �the same result is provided by histogram
matching��With ����� visibility the recognition rate is still above ��� �� errors
in total�� Using ���� of the object the recognition rate is still above ���� More
remarkably� the recognition rate is ��� with only ���� visibility of the object�
See �SC���Sch��� for further details�

� Scenarios

This section brie�y describes some applications of DyPERS using the record

and
associate paradigm�

� Daily scheduling and to
do list can be stored and associated with the user�s
watch or other personal trigger object�

� An important conversation can be recorded and associated with the individ

ual�s business card�

� A teacher records names of objects in a foreign language and associates
them with the visual appearance of the object� A student could then use the
system to learn the foreign language�

� A story teller could read a picture book and associate each picture with its
text passage� A child could then enjoy hearing the story by triggering the
audio clips with di�erent pages in the picture book�

� The system could be used for online instructions for an assembly task� An
expert associates the image of the fully packaged item with animated instruc

tions on how to open the box and lay out the components� Subsequently�
when the vision system detects the components placed out as instructed� it
triggers the subsequent assembly step�

� A person with poor vision could bene	t by listening to audio descriptions of
objects in his 	eld of view�

� The visual appearance of an object can be augmented with relevant audio
and video or messages� For instance� the contents of a container could be
virtually exposed after it is sealed�

Many of the listed scenarios are beyond the scope of this paper� However�
the list should convey to the reader the practical usefulness of a system such
as DyPERS� In the following we describe one application in further depth and
show test results�

� A Sample Test Scenario

Evidently� DyPERS has many applications and it is unlikely to evaluate its per

formance in all possible situations� A usability study in a sample environment
was selected to gain insight on real
world performance of the system as a whole�
Since the system features audio
visual memory and signi	cant automatic com

puter vision processing� test conditions involved these aspects in particular�
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DyPERS was evaluated in a museum
gallery scenario� Audio
only augmented
reality in a museum situation was previously investigated by �Bed���� The mu

seum constitutes a rich visual environment �paintings� sculptures� etc�� which is
accompanied by many relevant facts and details �usually from a guide or text��
Thus� it is an audio
visual educational experience and well
suited for verifying
the system�s usefulness as an educational tool�

A small gallery was created in our lab using �� poster
sized images of various
famous works ranging from the early �th century to contemporary art� Three
classes of human participants �types A� B� and C� were tested in a walk
through
of the gallery while a guide was reading a script describing the paintings� The
guide presented biographical and stylistic information about each painting while
the subjects either used DyPERS �group A�� took notes �group B� or simply
listened attentively �group C�� The subjects knew that they would be tested
after the tour� Figure � shows a subject wearing DyPERS while listening to the
museum guide�

Fig� 
� A DyPERS user listening to a guide during the gallery tour

After the completion of the tour� the subjects were given a ��
question
multiple
choice test containing one query per painting presented� In addition� the
users had visual access to the paintings since these were printed on test sheets
or still visible in the gallery� Thus� the subjects could refer back to the images
while being tested� For each test session� subjects of all three types described
above were present and examined �i�e� A� B� and C were simultaneously present
and� thus� variations in the guide�s presentation do not a�ect their relative per

formance�� Table  contains the accuracy results for each of the user groups� The
results suggest that the subjects using DyPERS had an advantage over subjects
without any paraphernalia or with standard pencil and paper notes� Currently�
arrangements are being made with the List Visual Arts Center� for attempting
the above test in their publically accessible contemporary art gallery�

� �� Ames Street� MIT� Cambridge� MA �����
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Group Description Range Average Accuracy

A DyPERS ���
��� ��	� �
B Note Pad ���
��� ��	��

C No Aid ���
��� ��	��
Table �� Subject Classes Accuracy

� Summary and Conclusions

We have introduced an interactive computer vision system called DyPERS ��Dy

namic Personal Enhanced Reality System��� The system combines computer vi

sion and augmented reality to autonomously provide media memories related
to real
world objects via a wearable platform� It allows a user to collect audio

visual clips in a seamless way and to retrieve them for playback automatically
and meaningfully� The generic object recognition system has been described and
its performance characteristics have been summarized� We have also discussed
the two remaining building blocks of the system� namely the wearable hardware
and interface� and the audio
visual associative memory� In addition� several ap

plication examples that DyPERS could span were enumerated�
Experiments in a visual arts gallery environment suggest that subjects using

the computer vision system DyPERS would bene	t of higher accuracy and more
complete responses than participants using paper notes or no tools for informa

tion retention� These preliminary results are encouraging although more work
is being planned to establish a 	nal usability and performance evaluation� Nev

ertheless� the platform does provide interesting arguments for ways augmented
reality and arti	cial perception can enrich the user and play a fundamental role
in building a natural� seamless and intelligent interface�
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